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Abstract: In this article we present new method of robot laser hardening. We present different methods of 
hardening. The principles of laser heating are similar to those of conventional through heating. The time scales 
involved in the former are, however, typically an order of magnitude shorter. Where as heating is conventionally 
induced by a furnace, flame, arc or induction coil, the laser beam is focused or shaped into a suitable pattern and 
scanned over the component. The high energy density laser beam heats the surface much more rapidly, reducing the 
time for conduction into the bulk of the component. Laser heat treatment and surfacing techniques must compete 
directly with a wide range of comparatively low cost conventional processes and must therefore offer significant 
advantages. In the end we present results of hardness materials with different method of hardening and new method 
of laser hardening. 
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Nova metoda kaljenja i poređenje sa drugim metodama. U ovom radu je predstavljena nova metoda kaljenja 
pomoć robotom vođenog lasera. Predstavljene su različite metode kaljenja. Princip zagrevanja pomoću lasera je 
sličan konvencionalnom zagrevanju. Vremenski period potreban za kompletno odvijanje procesa je kod lasera kraći 
nego kod konvencionalnih metaoda. Kod konvencionalng postupka se zagrevanje izvodi u peći, plamenom, lukom ili 
indukcionim kalemom, dok je kod laserskog postupka zrak usmeren na deo koji se termički obrađuje. Snop laserskog 
zraka visoke energije brže zagreva površinu i time skraćuje vreme širenja toplote u unutrašnjost komada. Termička 
obrada laserom i površinska obrada laserom mora da se takmiči sa nizom niskozahtevnih konvencionalnih procesa i 
stoga mora pružiti pozamašne prednosti. Na kraju su predstavljeni rezultati tvrdoće materijala kaljeni različitim 
konvencionalnim metodama i kaljeni novom metoda pomoću lasera. 
Ključne reči: kaljenje, laser, induktivno, klasično 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Power lasers offer rapid, high-quality and 
reproducible heat treatment methods. Laser surface 
hardening [1-4] consists of the rapid heating of a 
material’s surface by laser beam, a short hold at the 
target temperature, and intensive cooling due to the 
high thermal conductivity of the material. Its ability to 
perform local hardening restricted to a prescribed 
location is a significant advantage of laser hardening. 
Hardening depth and the resulting hardness can be 
controlled as well. On-line control of temperature is 
available thanks to a pyrometer built intothe optical 
system. We use robot laser cell RV60-40 from 
Company Reis Robotics. Reis Robotics is a leading 
technology company for robotics and system 
integration.  The articulated-arm robot series is the 
most important robot kinematics for industrial use. As 
6-axes universal robots with high path speeds and large 
work envelopes the RV-robots are especially suited for 
the high demands of path-related tasks. The design 
based on FEM and CAD stands out due to its excellent 
static and dynamic behavior. Their robotic automation 
solutions are used by all major application fields such 
as solar energy, foundry, welding and hardening. The 
Reis Robotics group comprises three German 
subsidiaries and eight international subsidiaries as well 
as representative agencies in many countries.The 
advantages of laser hardening are less refinishing work 

and the ability to process irregular, three-dimensional 
workpieces. Costs related to refinishing work are 
reduced or eliminated entirely. To harden the 
workpiece, the laser beam typically warms the outer 
layer to just under the melting temperature (about 900 
to 1400 degrees Celsius). Once the desired temperature 
is reached, the laser beam starts moving. As the laser 
beam moves, it continuously warms the surface in the 
processing direction. The high temperature causes the 
iron atoms to change their position within the metal 
lattice (austenization). As soon as the laser beam moves 
away, the hot layer is cooled very rapidly by the 
surrounding material in a process known as self-
quenching. Rapid cooling prevents the metal lattice 
from returning to its original structure, producing 
martensite. Martensite is a very hard metal structure. 
The transformation into martensite yields greater 
hardness. The laser beam hardens the outer layer, or 
case, of the workpiece. The hardening depth of the 
outer layer is typically from 0.1 to 1.5 millimeters. On 
some materials, it may be 2.5 millimeters or more. 
Greater hardening depth requires a larger volume of 
surrounding material to ensure that the heat dissipates 
quickly and the hardening zone cools fast 
enough.Induction hardening [5] is a form of heat 
treatment in which a metal part is heated by induction 
heating and then quenched. The quenched metal 
undergoes a martensitic transformation, increasing the 
hardness and brittleness of the part. Induction 
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hardening is used to selectively harden areas of a part 
or assembly without affecting the properties of the part 
as a whole. These hardening and tempering furnaces 
are highly valued for durability and reliable with good 
tensile strength. Flame hardening [6] is often used to 
harden only a portion of an object, by quickly heating it 
with a very hot flame in a localized area, and then 
quenching the steel. This turns the heated portion into 
very hard martensite, but leaves the rest unchanged. 
Flame hardening is a very common surface hardening 
technique, which is often used to provide a very wear-
resistant surface. A common use is for hardening the 
surface of gears, making the teeth more resistant to 
erosion. The gear will usually be quenched and 
tempered to a specific hardness first, making a majority 
of the gear tough, and then the teeth are quickly heated 
and immediately quenched, hardening only the surface. 
Afterward, it may or may not be tempered again to 
achieve the final differential hardness.The aim of the 
research is present different techniques of hardening. 
 
2. MATERIAL PREPARATION AND METHOD 

 

The study was undertaken using tool steel standard 
label EN100083 − 1.In Fig. (1-10) are presented 
different method of hardening. Fig. 1 presentrobot laser 
hardeningwith different speed and Temperature of 
hardening.In this positionwe can change two 
parameters of robot laser cell. In our case we change 
parameter of speed v [2, 5] mm/s instepsof 1 
mm/s,and temperatureT [0, 2000] °C. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Robot laser hardening with different speed and 
Temperature 
 
 Fig. 2 present point robot laser hardening. This case 
is similar like hardening in Fig. 1. In this position, we 
change only parameter of Temperature.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Point robot laser hardening 
 
 Fig. 3 present robot laser hardening next to 
hardened  cone of materials. Firstly, we hardened 
materials with differentspeed and Temperature of 
hardening. Second, we repeat equal process next to 
hardened cone of materials.  

 
Fig 3. Hardening material next to hardened zone 
 

Fig. 4 present robot laser hardening with 
overlapping of laser beam [7]. Process is similar like 
in Fig. 3, but in this case, we move laser beam over 
hardened cone of materials. In this position, we can 
move laser beam over hardened cone a few 
millimeters. 
 

 
Fig 4. Hardening material with overlapping 
 
 Fig. 5 present robot laser hardening with different 
angles of laser beam [8].It this situation we have 
donetestsfor angles of{15°,30°,45°,60°,75°,90°} 
between the right site of laser beam and the material 
surface. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Robot laser hardening: the variation of the 
incidence angle (0, 90)° between the right site of 
laser beam and the material surface 
 
 Fig. 6 present robot laser hardening with different 
angles of laser beam. It this situation we have donetests 
for angles of{15°,30°,45°,60°,75°,90°}between the 
leftsite of laser beam and the material surface. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Robot laser hardening: the variation of the 
incidence angle (0, 90)° between the left site of laser 
beam and the material surface 
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 Fig. 7 present robot laser hardening with different 
angles of laser beam. It this situation we change the 
angle in the regard to the perpendicular direction of  the 
laser beam. Also, we have donetestsfor angles 
of{15°,30°,45°,60°,75°,90°}. 

 
Fig. 7. Robot laser hardening: the lateral incidence 
angle of the laser beam on the material surface and the 
beam movement direction 
 
Fig. 8 present inductive hardening. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Inductive hardening 
 
Fig. 9 present classical hardening. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Classical hardening 

Fig. 10 present flame hardening. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Flame hardening 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 In Table 1, the parameters and hardnessof hardened 
specimens. We mark specimens from P1 to P40. 
Parameter X1 presents the parameter of temperature 
[°C], X2 presents the speed of hardening [mm/s], X3 
presents angle [°] of hardening and X4 presents 
hardness [HRc] of hardened specimens.P1-P8 present 

hardened specimens with process present in Fig. 1. P9-
P16 present hardened specimens with process present 
in Fig. 3. P17-P19 present hardened specimens with 
process present in Fig. 2. P20 present hardened 
specimens with process present in Fig. 8. P21present 
hardened specimens with process present in Fig. 9. 
P22-P27 present hardened specimens with process 
present in Fig. 5. P28-P33 present hardened specimens 
with process present in Fig. 6. P34-P39 present 
hardened specimens with process present in Fig. 7. P40 
present hardened specimens with process present in 
Fig. 10. 
 

S X1 X2 X3 X4 
P0 0 0 90 34,0 
P1 1000 2 90 60,0 
P2 1000 3 90 58,7 
P3 1000 4 90 56,0 
P4 1000 5 90 56,5 
P5 1400 2 90 58,0 
P6 1400 3 90 57,8 
P7 1400 4 90 58,1 
P8 1400 5 90 58,2 
P9 1000 2 90 57,4 
P10 1000 3 90 56,1 
P11 1000 4 90 53,8 
P12 1000 5 90 56,0 
P13 1400 2 90 55,3 
P14 1400 3 90 57,2 
P15 1400 4 90 57,8 
P16 1400 5 90 58,0 
P17 800 0 90 52,0 
P18 1400 0 90 57,0 
P19 2000 0 90 56,0 
P20 950 0 90 58,0 
P21 850 0 90 57,0 
P22 0 0 15 61,5 
P23 0 0 30 60,4 
P24 0 0 45 60,8 
P25 0 0 60 58,0 
P26 0 0 75 59,0 
P27 0 0 90 58,6 
P28 0 0 15 55,0 
P29 0 0 30 56,2 
P30 0 0 45 53,2 
P31 0 0 60 54,2 
P32 0 0 75 45,4 
P33 0 0 90 58,6 
P34 0 0 15 53,4 
P35 0 0 30 59,2 
P36 0 0 45 58,0 
P37 0 0 60 59,4 
P38 0 0 75 59,8 
P39 0 0 90 58,6 
P40 0 0 90 55,0 

Tab 1.Parameters and hardness of hardened specimens  
 
 Specimens P0 present hardness before hardening. 
Specimen P22 has most hardness, 61,5HRc. Very 
interesting is problem presented in Fig. 7. In this 
situation, we harden materials at an incidence angle of 
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 ≠ 90°.Fig. 7 show the situation, where we change 
angles in different direction.We see that the up perpart 
of the beam has a longer travel time than the lower part 
of the beam.This means that thelower part of 
thehardenedpiece is betterthan the upper. The work 
piecewill not be evenly hardened and the final result of 
laser hardening will not begood.By using angular 
functions we can calculate the width of hardening at a 
certain angle. Here, the following information is 
already known: the width of optics(d) and the angle () 
under which the hardening is conducted. The hardening 
widthis calculated. The width of the beamoptics 
presents oneside of a right triangle, the angle () of 
hardeningis the right triangle’s opposite side, which 
was marked with the width ofoptics (d). Beam 
hardening of the work pieceis the hypotenuse of the 
right triangle, denoted by x. After delivery the sinusis 

sin = d/x , d{5, 8, 13, 16, 23, 28},  (0°, 180°) .      
The purpose of this work has been to study how 

different techniques impact on the hardness of 
hardened specimens. We present how angles of robot 
laser cell impact the hardness of specimens. The 
presented problem could be solvedin order to modify 
the laser beam intensity a cross the width. This means 
that the first laser beam isdivided intoseveral 
parts.Then each part of the laser beam is divided 
intothe specified strength. The part ofthe laser beam, 
which made the longest jour neygave most of the 
power to that part ofthe beam, and the part which had 
the shortest path to the device, but was giventhe 
smallest amount of laser beam intensity.  

 
5. CONCLUSSION 
 
 In this article we present different method of 
hardening. The robot laser hardening process has 
several advantages over conventional induction 
hardening. Thus, in the future we still have enough 
unsolved problems in robot laser hardening. Robot 
laser cells have several parameters that affect the final 
result of hardening. These laser parameters are power, 
energy density, focal distance, energy densityin the 
focus, focal position, temperature and speed of 
hardening. In the future we want to explore how 
different angles of a laser beam in the hardening 
process affect thehardenedpatterns in: 
 Two laser-beam of robot laser hardening (laser 

beam is divided into two parts). 
 Also, here we present new method of robot laser 
hardening; two laser-beam of robot laser hardening. 
Situation is presented in Fig. 11. 
 In the future we want to present new techniques of 
robot laser hardening: 
 twolaser-beam of robot laser hardening 
 twolaser-beam of point robot laser hardening 
 twolaser-beam of robot laser hardening with 

different speed and Temperature 
 twolaser-beam of robot laser hardening with 

different angles 
 point robot laser hardeningwith different angles 
point robot laser hardenig with overlapping of laser 
beam. 

 
Fig. 11. Idea of two laser beam of robot laser hardening 
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